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view this showing of work produced within the past two years
as a series of probings into

11

how 11 I pa i nt.

These paintings and

drawings represent a search for a personal way of handling the subject
matter that inspires me , objects from nature.

I respond to such

organic forms as sea shells , flowers , vegetable forms , butterfly
wings , leaves , etc .

My initial reaction is generally one of

admiration followed by observation ,

I examine the object minutely ,

frequently turning it about and studying it from all poss i ble
angles .

If possible ,

peer into its center, or interior , for

therein lies the source of the object as well as its structural
secrets.

As I respond visually to the object, I respond per-

ceptually and emotionally as well.

It is poss i ble for a sea shell

to connote pre-civilization--link s to a far distant past .

Its

spiral structure seems metaphysically connected to all natural
spiral forms, such as galaxies and whirlpools .

A flower can be

symbolic of the life-cycle , as well as of feelings such as gr i ef
or joy.

In these forms I find metaphors for many things that are

philosophically relevant.

In an introspective manner I search for

some clue to the perpetual mysteries of life by studying a micrososm
of nature.
The problem is how to communicate these observations , percep tions and feelings via painting to the viewer in a manner that is
neither banal nor trite .

I began this ser ies in a straightforward

manner using such techniques as magnification and cropping the
image to draw the spectator into the work and point out clearly the
observations I had made .

The style was representational and I

applied the paint smoothly with careful shading and hard edges .
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Color was derived from the object, and space was somewhat
flattened out by the use of a non-illusionis tic background and by
the cropping.

My concern with a central focus was already evident ,

I felt the subject matter had too much importance and
dominated the abstract elements that were of great concern to me ,
I only seemed to be dealing with two elements in these works ,
image and background.

That didn ' t seem very profound or satis-

factory and the paintings were too reminiscent of Georgia O' Keefe,
an artist whose work I obviously admire .
I began to impose geometric grids upon the canvas in an effort
to structure its surface.

Within the boundaries created by the

use of these grids I juxtaposed forms from nature and felt I could
change the form or the color whenever I entered another division
of the canvas .

The boundaries were uninterrupted and within each

section the shapes, color and manner of painting remained constant ,
The geometric structure always had a central orientation and
radiated outwards .

This corresponded to spirals I had observed in

many shells, as well as to flowers , whose petals radiate from the
center.

The geometric divisions ended the image background problem

and somehow allowed me to begin to interpret the subject ,
There are many reasons why

work within a square format .

When the focus is central and the image progresses towards the
canvas edge, symmetry seems the logical result.

Also, I do not

wish the canvas to possess obvious horizontality or verticality ,
Frequent 1y,

rotate the canvas much as I rotate the object or

photographs

am using as source material .

Some of the work can

be hung in any direction, while others work best hung a particular

3
way .

Artist s• fascination with the square as a symbol of per -

fection and order has a long history , ranging from Islamic
patterning to Judd ' s boxes ,

From Josef Albers ' series ,

11

Homage

to the Square 11 , to Stella ' s series of spirals within squares
potential divisions within a square have inspired art .

My concern

with the square is authentic and personal, with an awareness of
its antecedants.

It is also possible my use of concentric circles

could be linked visually, not philosophically , to Orphist works
such as those of Robert Delaunay .
With the introduction of a margin or border defining the
canvas edge another element entered my work.
many different things with the border.

I was able to do

It could be disrupted,

function as a frame, restate the two-dimensiona lity of the canvas ,
contain words , expand the painting to include the sides or provide
a feeling of security about where the painting stops.

I think of

the margin as an irrational area between the painting and the wall,
where the unpredictable can and frequently does occur.
My method of working began to vary as well.

Rather than

relying solely upon direct observation of the object as my starting
point

worked from several photographs of the object and then from

color Xerox manipulations of the photographs.

As I moved away from

the object I became freer in communicating the interpretations and
associations I felt.

The work that resulted from the approach just

described contained multiple images, transformations of form and
more inventive color.

was able to break out of my self-imposed

structure and change the image before entering another section .
In fact, the structure began to break down as well as disappear
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and reemerge .

The forms became more eccentric and more personal .

I attempted to retain some of the qualities of the Xerox , such as
light bleeding into dark, double images and various other idiosyncracles that resulted from manipulating the images with the
machine .

These paintings became complex , fragmented and rich in

deta i 1.
Throughout this body of work the emphasis on the center of
the paintings is evident ,

Generally , the image begfns in the actual

center of the canvas and reaches the edges through concentric
circles or erratic spirals .

In several paintings I have divided

the canvas into four equal parts, beginning the shifts that change
the image at the center ,

feel that locating the center of the

canvas and progressing from that spot corresponds to my feelings
about nature .

The end result is a certain tension created by the

literal truth of geometric structure juxtaposed against the
freedom of natural form, such as a cabbage or a flower,

A strong

frontal image grows out of the central focus ,
My concern with detail and careful manner of execution is
another feature of this body of work ,

I do not consider myself a

visionary or gestural painter , and my work proceeds slowly , carefully .

As the complexity increases I often become overly involved

with small areas and have to be consciously concerned with the
painting continuing to work as a whole.

I feel that it is important

for the canvas to have a totality, as I wish to attract the viewer
quickly and then provide enough interest to keep him/her involved
for awhile .

I would like the viewer to move in closely to the work

and look carefully at the small areas of interest I have provided .
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My paint application is exploratory in these works ,
constantly concerned with

11

how11 I wish to use paint ,

sharply delineated hard, smooth shading,

11

I am

I have tried

wet on wet 11 ,

11

wet on dry 11 ,

transparancies, flat opaque areas, impressionistic brush strokes ,
etc.

Sometimes I hold the brush 1 ike a pencil with complete

control, other times like a wand using my wrist ,

At times

leave

brush strokes as personal trackings that imply observation and
drawing.

I no longer feel bound by naturalistic color or

realistic images but feel free to introduce any color or shape
that the painting seems to demand .
The same issues I have discussed in this paper apply to the
drawings.

They are not studies for paintings and are intended as

complete works on a more intimate scale.
No artist is immaculately conceived and I can see many
connections in my work to the work of other women artists ,

Lucy

Lippard, in her book, From the Center, points out that women tend
to have a special kind of fragmentation, organic images and an
interest in self-expression that differs from the traditional notion
of the avant-garde .

Symbolic parallels to women 1 s experience: such

as enclosure, barriers, constrictions, as well as growth, unwinding ,
unfolding and sensuous surfaces are other features pointed out by
Lippard as often present in the work of women ,

Judy Chicago has

written at great length about the high incidence of central core
imagery in women's work .

Although I am not interested in sexual

politics or the women's movement, I am now interested in women ' s
art, since many of the comments above apply to my work,

This

interest is a result of finding my work to be similar to that of
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other women.

I would like to emphasize that although this

connectio n exists, I arrived at this place in my work authentic ally

and naturally , via observing nature and being a woman ,
As my work has progresse d I feel that I have succeeded in
arriving at a more personal as well as more interestin g way of
communic ating my responses to natural form .

I feel that a specific

dialogue is occurring between me and my canvases ,

Frequentl y, I

learn a great deal about myself by looking at a completed canvas.
I may not have been aware of some facet of my personali ty or state
of mind unt i 1 I discovere d it revea 1ed on the canvas .

In a way

these paintings are subtly and privately autobiogr aphical ,

The

magnifica tion paintings are less personal and less interestin g to
me, although they may provide more satisfact ion to some viewers .
The more complex work can be interprete d on many levels and demand
a more sophistic ated viewer ,

Questions about their content are

possible, and answers are not frequentl y provided ,
viewer may be stimulate d or perplexed .

Thus, the

The spectator may find a

new way of perceivin g nature or he may see nothing but confusion .
Content and form are achieving a better balance for me in my work.
I would like to close with a series of statement s by Robert
Motherwel l that articulat e beautiful ly some of my thoughts about
painting.
"The function of the artist is to express reality as felt. 11
"It is the artists who guard the spiritual in the modern world."
"In the greatest painting the painter communic ates with himself. 11
"Painting is the thought's medium. 11
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